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In 1975, Owen Gaede created Tenure, a simulation of the first year of 
secondary school teaching, for the PLATO computer education system.1

The program was intended to give new high school teachers an understand-
ing of the impact of seemingly minor decisions on the teaching experience.
The goal of the game is to complete the first year of teaching and earn a 
contract renewal for the next. During play, the player must make successive
decisions, each of which affects different people in different ways. Some 
decisions may please the students but contradict the principal’s educational
philosophy. Others may provide a higher quality educational experience 
but put performance pressure on fellow teachers, causing workplace conflict.
The player can monitor the state of affairs by listening to student reactions,
requesting a conference with the principal, or overhearing gossip in the
teacher’s lounge.

The game is played primarily through responses to multiple-choice ques-
tions whose aggregate answers change principal, teacher, and student atti-
tudes. For example, at the start of the game, the player must take a job
interview with his prospective principal. The principal may ask about the
player’s educational philosophy or his willingness to advise student organiza-
tions. Later, the player must choose a grading methodology, classroom rules,
student seating arrangements, and a curriculum plan. The simulation then
presents the player with very specific quandaries, such as how to manage
another teacher’s students at a school assembly, whether or not to participate
in the teacher’s union, dealing with note-passing in class, contending with



parents angry about their children’s grades, and even managing students’ dif-
ficult personal issues, such as home abuse.

No decision is straightforward, and the interaction of multiple successive
decisions produces complex social, educational, and professional situations.
Situations are further influenced by the gender of the teacher, the influence of
the principal, student learning styles, and other subtle, social factors. In one
run of a recent PC port of Tenure, Jack, one of my best students, had been
arriving late to class.2 I could choose to ignore his tardiness, talk to him pri-
vately, or give him detention. I chose to talk with Jack about the problem,
which earned me praise from the principal, whose progressive philosophy
encouraged direct contact and student empathy. However, after speaking with
the student, I learned that his tardiness was caused by Mr. Green, the math
teacher, who had been holding class after the bell to complete the last problem
on the board. Now I was faced with a new decision: confront Mr. Green, make
Jack resolve the issue and accept the necessary discipline, or complain to the
principal. Asking the student to take responsibility would avoid conflict with
my colleague and principal on the one hand, but would put Jack in an uncom-
fortable situation on the other, perhaps changing his opinion of me as a
teacher. Confronting Mr. Green might strain our relationship and, thanks to
lounge gossip, my rapport with other teachers as well. Complaining to the
principal might cause the same reaction, and might also run the risk of expos-
ing me as indecisive. All of these factors might change given the outcome of
other decisions and the personalities of my fellow teachers and principal.

Tenure makes claims about how high school education operates. Most
notably, it argues that educational practice is deeply intertwined with 
personal and professional politics. Novice teachers and idealistic parents 
would like to think that their children’s educations are motivated primarily,
if not exclusively by pedagogical goals. Tenure argues that this ideal is 
significantly undermined by the realities of school politics, personal conflicts,
and social hearsay. The game does not offer solutions to these problems; rather,
it suggests that education takes place not in the classroom alone, but 
in ongoing affinities and disparities in educational, social, and professional
goals. Tenure outlines the process by which high schools really run, and it makes
a convincing argument that personal politics indelibly mark the learning
experience.

I suggest the name procedural rhetoric for the new type of persuasive and
expressive practice at work in artifacts like Tenure. Procedurality refers to a way
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of creating, explaining, or understanding processes. And processes define the
way things work: the methods, techniques, and logics that drive the opera-
tion of systems, from mechanical systems like engines to organizational
systems like high schools to conceptual systems like religious faith. Rhetoric
refers to effective and persuasive expression. Procedural rhetoric, then, is a
practice of using processes persuasively. More specifically, procedural rhetoric
is the practice of persuading through processes in general and computational
processes in particular. Just as verbal rhetoric is useful for both the orator and
the audience, and just as written rhetoric is useful for both the writer and the
reader, so procedural rhetoric is useful for both the programmer and the user,
the game designer and the player. Procedural rhetoric is a technique for
making arguments with computational systems and for unpacking computa-
tional arguments others have created.

Procedural and rhetoric are both terms that can impose ambiguity and con-
fusion. Before trying to use the two together in earnest, I want to discuss each
in turn.

Procedurality

The word procedure does not usually give rise to positive sentiments. We typi-
cally understand procedures as established, entrenched ways of doing things. 
In common parlance, procedure invokes notions of officialdom, even bureau-
cracy: a procedure is a static course of action, perhaps an old, tired one in 
need of revision. We often talk about procedures only when they go wrong:
after several complaints, we decided to review our procedures for creating new accounts.
But in fact, procedures in this sense of the word structure behavior; we tend
to “see” a process only when we challenge it.3 Likewise, procedure and the law
are often closely tied. Courts and law enforcement agencies abide by procedures
that dictate how actions can and cannot be carried out. Thanks to these
common senses of the term, we tend to think of procedures as fixed and
unquestionable. They are tied to authority, crafted from the top down, and
put in place to structure behavior and identify infringement. Procedures are
sometimes related to ideology; they can cloud our ability to see other ways of
thinking; consider the police officer or army private who carries out a clearly
unethical action but later offers the defense, “I was following procedure.” This
very problem arose in the aftermath of American brutalization of Iraqi war
prisoners at Abu Ghraib in 2004. Field soldiers claimed they followed orders,
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while officers insisted that the army did not endorse torture; rather individ-
ual soldiers acted alone. No matter the truth, the scenario raises questions
about the procedures that drive military practice. In his report on prison prac-
tices, Major General Marshal Donald Ryder noted the possibility of altering
“facility procedures to set the conditions for MI [military intelligence] inter-
rogations.”4 In this case, the procedures in question dictate the methods used
to interrogate prisoners. One might likewise think of interactions with line
workers in retail establishments. When asked to perform some unusual task,
such employees may be instructed to balk, offering excuses like “that’s not
our policy.” Policy is a synonym for procedure in many cases: an approach, or
a custom; a process for customer relations. In both these cases, procedures con-
strain the types of actions that can or should be performed in particular 
situations.

In her influential book Hamlet on the Holodeck, Janet Murray defines four
essential properties of digital artifacts: procedurality, participation, spatiality,
and encyclopedic scope.5 Murray uses the term procedural to refer to the 
computer’s “defining ability to execute a series of rules.”6 Procedurality in 
this sense refers to the core practice of software authorship. Software is com-
posed of algorithms that model the way things behave. To write procedurally,
one authors code that enforces rules to generate some kind of representation,
rather than authoring the representation itself. Procedural systems generate
behaviors based on rule-based models; they are machines capable of produc-
ing many outcomes, each conforming to the same overall guidelines. Proce-
durality is the principal value of the computer, which creates meaning through
the interaction of algorithms. Although Murray places procedurality along-
side three other properties, these properties are not equivalent. The computer,
she writes, “was designed . . . to embody complex, contingent behaviors. To
be a computer scientist is to think in terms of algorithms and heuristics, that
is, to be constantly identifying the exact or general rules of behavior that
describe any process, from running a payroll to flying an airplane.”7 This
ability to execute a series of rules fundamentally separates computers from
other media.

Procedurality in the computer-scientific sense preserves a relationship with
the more familiar sense of procedure discussed above. Like courts and bureau-
cracies, computer software establishes rules of execution, tasks and actions that
can and cannot be performed. I have argued elsewhere that procedurality can
be read in both computational and noncomputational structures.8 As cultural
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critics, we can interrogate literature, art, film, and daily life for the underly-
ing processes they trace. But computational procedurality places a greater
emphasis on the expressive capacity afforded by rules of execution. Comput-
ers run processes that invoke interpretations of processes in the material world.

For my purposes, procedural expression must entail symbol manipulation,
the construction and interpretation of a symbolic system that governs human
thought or action. As Steven Harnad argues, computation is “interpretable
symbol manipulation” in which symbols “are manipulated on the basis of rules
operating only on the symbols’ shapes, which are arbitrary in relation to what
they can be interpreted as meaning.”9 The interpretation of these systems,
continues Harnad, “is not intrinsic to the system; it is projected onto it by
the interpreter.”10 Computation is representation, and procedurality in the
computational sense is a means to produce that expression. As Murray sug-
gests, computer processes are representational, and thus procedurality is 
fundamental to computational expression. Because computers function 
procedurally, they are particularly adept at representing real or imagined
systems that themselves function in some particular way—that is, that operate
according to a set of processes. The computer magnifies the ability to create
representations of processes.

The type of procedures that interest me here are those that present or
comment on processes inherent to human experience. Not all procedures are
expressive in the way that literature and art are expressive. But processes that
might appear unexpressive, devoid of symbol manipulation, may actually
found expression of a higher order. For example, bureaucracy constrains behav-
ior in a way that invokes political, social, and cultural values. Consider the
example of retail customer service as an invocation of processes. Imagine that
you bought a new DVD player from a local retailer. Upon installing it, you
discover that the device’s mechanical tray opens and shuts properly, but no
image displays on the television. You assume it is defective. Most stores offer
a return policy in such cases, so you take the player back to the store and
exchange it for a new one.

Now imagine that you buy the DVD player late one evening on the way
home from work. You lead a busy life, and unpacking a DVD player isn’t the
first thing on your mind. You leave it in the box for a week, or two, and then
finally take it out and connect it, discovering that it doesn’t work properly.
You are frustrated but still pressed for time, and you don’t get back to the
retailer for the return until the following week. The store would be happy to
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take your return, but they note that you purchased the item more than four-
teen days ago. The store’s stated policy is to accept consumer electronics
returns only within two weeks of purchase. In this case, the retailer’s employ-
ees may try to enforce their return policy, invoking the rules of a process. But
you might reason with the clerk, or make a ruckus, or ask to see a supervisor,
or cite your record of purchases at the store in question. Swayed by logic,
empathy, or expediency, the store might agree to accept the return—to bend
the rules or to break procedure, as we sometimes say.

Let’s replace the human agents with computational ones. Now imagine that
you purchased the DVD player from an online retailer. The return process is
no less codified in procedure, but this time a computer, not a human, manages
your interface with the procedure. You receive the package and, as before, you
delay in opening and installing it. By the time you realize the item is defec-
tive, you have exceeded the stated return window. But this time, the return
is managed by the retailer’s website software. Instead of speaking with a
person, you must visit a website and enter your order number on a return
authorization page. A computer program on the server performs a simple test,
checking the delivery date of the order automatically provided by the ship-
ping provider’s computer tracking system against the current date. If the dates
differ by more than fourteen days’ time, the computer rejects the return
request.

Situations like this help explain why we often despise the role of comput-
ers in our lives. They are inflexible systems that cannot empathize, that
attempt to treat everyone the same. This is partly true, but it is not a suffi-
cient explanation of computational procedural expression. When the human
clerks and supervisors in the retail store agree to forgo their written policy,
they are not really “breaking procedure.” Instead, they are mustering new
processes—for example, a process for promoting repeat business, or for pre-
venting a commotion—and seamlessly blending them with the procedure for
product returns. This distinction underscores an important point about
processes in general and computational processes in particular: often, we think
of procedures as tests that maintain the edges of situations. Disallow returns
after two weeks. Diffuse customer incidents as quickly as possible. This also
explains why we think of procedures as constraints that limit behavior. Max
Weber pessimistically characterized the rationalist bureaucratization of society
as an “iron cage.” When the asceticism of Puritanism was extended into daily
life, argues Weber,
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it did its part in building the tremendous cosmos of the modern economic order. This

order is now bound to the technical and economic conditions of machine production

which today determine the lives of all the individuals who are born into this mechan-

ism. In [Calvinist Richard] Baxter’s view the care for external goods should only lie

in on the shoulders of the “saint, like a light cloak, which can be thrown aside at any

moment.” But fate decreed that the cloak should become an iron cage.11

Weber’s point is that mechanization overemphasizes rationalism. But in fact,
procedures found the logics that structure behavior in all cases; the machines
of industrialization simply act as a particularly tangible medium for express-
ing these logics. The metaphor of the cloak may suggest easy shedding of pro-
cedure, but the saint must immediately don a new cloak, symbolizing a new
logic. Both cloak and cage brandish processes; one is simply nimbler than the
other.

While we often think that rules always limit behavior, the imposition of
constraints also creates expression. In our example, the very concept of return-
ing a defective product is only made possible by the creation of rules that
frame that very notion. Without a process, it would perhaps never even occur
to us that defective or unwanted products can be returned. And yet, this state
of affairs too implies a process, which we give the shorthand caveat emptor, let
the buyer beware. When we do things, we do them according to some logic,
and that logic constitutes a process in the general sense of the word.

This clarification in mind, there is no reason one could not model the more
complex, human-centered product return interaction computationally. For
example, the computer system might also recall the customer’s previous pur-
chases, forgoing the cutoff policy for frequent buyers. It might even reason
about the customer’s future purchases based on a predictive model of future
buying habits of similar customers. We think of computers as frustrating, lim-
iting, and simplistic not because they execute processes, but because they are
frequently programmed to execute simplistic processes. And the choice to
program only a simplistic process for customer relations exposes yet another
set of processes, such as corporate information technology operations or the
constraints of finances or expertise that impose buying off-the-shelf software
solutions instead of building custom solutions.

Processes like military interrogation and customer relations are cultural.
We tend to think of them as flexible and porous, but they are crafted from a
multitude of protracted, intersecting cultural processes. I have given the name
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unit operations to processes of the most general kind, whether implemented 
in material, cultural, or representational form.12 Unit operations are charac-
terized by their increased compression of representation, a tendency common
over the course of the twentieth century, from structuralist anthropology 
to computation. I use this term to refer to processes in the general sense, 
for example, the coupling of a cultural process and its computational 
representation. I also use unit operation to distinguish one process in interleaved
or nested procedural systems, for example, the concept of customer loyalty as
distinct from transaction age in the case of a process for managing product
returns.

Since processes describe the way simple and complex things work, some-
times they are nonobvious. In some cases, we want to conceal procedure—for
example, many people read the U.S. Army’s ambiguous response to Abu
Ghraib as a sign that high-ranking officials in the military, those with the
authority to set the procedure, endorsed torture. In other cases, the process is
too complex to apprehend immediately. We tend to ask the question how does
this work? in relation to such processes. This sentiment probably conjures
images of mechanical devices like wristwatches, where procedural under-
standing implies taking a set of gears apart to see how they mesh. But pro-
cedurality can also entail the operation of cultural, social, and historical
systems. In these cases, asking how does this work? requires taking a set of cul-
tural systems apart to see what logics motivate their human actors.

A notable example comes from microbiologist Jared Diamond’s Pulitzer
Prize-winning book Guns, Germs, and Steel, an alternative approach to under-
standing history (discussed further in chapter 9).13 Instead of recording the
events of human history, Diamond looks at configurations of material condi-
tions like geography and natural resources and asks how they produce struc-
tural, political, and social outcomes. These outcomes in turn recombine with
their underlying material conditions to produce new historical moments. For
example, the lush agricultural conditions in the fertile crescent, along with
the similar climates in the east–west axis of Eurasia, set the stage for rapid
advances in agriculture across that continent, leading to adequate food sur-
pluses that allowed societies to pursue activities like politics and technology.
Such an approach to history goes far beyond the relation between contempo-
raneous events, asking us to consider the systems that produce those events.

Steven D. Levitt’s work on microeconomies also exposes processes. Levitt
and Stephen J. Dubner authored the New York Times bestseller Freakonomics, a
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populist account of Levitt’s sometimes unusual microeconomic analysis. Levitt
claims that human behavior is fundamentally motivated by incentives.14 He
uses this assertion to explain the seemingly incomprehensible function of
numerous communities of practice, from real estate agents to sumo wrestlers
to drug dealers. In one of his more controversial claims, Levitt argues that the
massive drop in crime across the United States in the 1990s was caused by
the legalization of abortion in 1973.15 Levitt and Dubner explain:

In the early 1990s, just as the first cohort of children born after Roe v. Wade was 

hitting its late teen years—the years during which young men enter their criminal

prime—the rate of crime began to fall. What this cohort was missing, of course, 

were the children who stood the greatest chance of becoming criminals. And the 

crime rate continued to fall as an entire generation came of age minus the children

whose mothers had not wanted to bring a child into the world. Legalized abortion led

to less unwantedness; unwantedness leads to high crime; legalized abortion, therefore, led to less

crime.16

Using written rhetoric, Levitt and Dubner walk us through an explanation of
the causal relationship that leads, in their proposition, from legalized abor-
tion to reduced crime. They are describing a social process, the operation of
interrelated legal policy and social welfare. Notably, the two end this expla-
nation with a formal logical syllogism (italicized above), a structure I will
return to below in the context of rhetoric.

These abstract processes—be they material like watch gears or cultural like
crime—can be recounted through representation. However, procedural repre-
sentation takes a different form than written or spoken representation. 
Procedural representation explains processes with other processes. Procedural 
representation is a form of symbolic expression that uses process rather than
language. Diamond and Levitt make claims about procedural systems like
history and crime, but they do not inscribe those claims in procedure—they
write them, just like I wrote the description of product returns above. In fact,
each and every analysis of videogame-based procedural rhetoric I will perform
in this book necessarily describes the function of processes. These written
descriptions attempt to explain the procedural ones, which are made up of
rules rather than letters.

Procedural representation itself requires inscription in a medium that actually
enacts processes rather than merely describe them. Human behavior is one
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mode of procedural inscription. Human actors can enact processes; we do so all
the time. The clerk, the supervisor, and the army private all enact procedures.
Even very young children can consciously enact procedures with great success:
crossing the street, tying one’s shoes, and setting the table are all unit opera-
tions in cultural and social processes. Nondigital board and card games offer
further examples of human-enacted processes; the people playing the game
execute its rules. But human behavior is a challenging medium to muster for
arbitrary expression. It is difficult to coerce even a small group of people 
to execute a particular process again and again, without rest and without 
incentive. Because procedurality is intrinsic and fundamental to com-
puters, and because computers are much more flexible as an inscrip-
tion medium than human agents, they are particularly suited to procedural
expression.

In her call for meaningful interactive drama, Janet Murray advocates for
procedural authorship. Such effort, says Murray, “means writing the rules by
which the text appears as well as writing the texts themselves. It means
writing the rules for the interactor’s involvement, that is, the conditions under
which things will happen in response to the participant’s actions.” Murray
cites Joseph Weizenbaum’s Eliza program as an early example of this kind of
procedural expression.17 Eliza modeled a therapist, responding to users’ text-
based input in much the same way one would expect from a real Rogerian
psychologist. Here is a sample exchange from Weizenbaum’s original Eliza,
which ran on MIT’s MAC time-sharing system in the mid-1960s (capitalized
lines are computer responses):

Men are all alike.

IN WHAT WAY?

They’re always bugging us about something or other.

CAN YOU THINK OF A SPECIFIC EXAMPLE?

Well, my boyfriend made me come here.

YOUR BOYFRIEND MADE YOU COME HERE

He says I’m depressed much of the time.

I AM SORRY TO HEAR YOU ARE DEPRESSED

It’s true. I am unhappy

DO YOU THINK COMING HERE WILL HELP YOU NOT TO BE UNHAPPY

I need some help, that much seems certain.
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WHAT WOULD IT MEAN TO YOU IF YOU GOT SOME HELP

Perhaps I could learn to get along with my mother.

TELL ME MORE ABOUT YOUR FAMILY

My mother takes care of me.18

As a technical experiment, Eliza is an example of natural language process-
ing (NLP); the computer takes the user’s input, parses it into units of meaning
that the program can understand, and then assembles and presents a response,
including the proper grammatical transformations to maintain the illusion 
of language fluency. Eliza seeks out keywords such as “I am” or “you” and
manufactures transformations based on them. The computer program has no
real understanding of the meaning of the user’s input; rather, it is taking that
input and spinning it into a possible conversation. Eliza is a machine for gen-
erating conversations according to procedures.

Of course, the Rogerian psychologist is not the most meaningful real-life
interlocutor—such a therapist converses with the patient, encouraging him or
her toward “self-actualization” through empathy, mostly in the form of repeti-
tion intended to encourage reflection. Since Eliza, considerable research in the
field of artificial intelligence has centered on the creation of similar agents.
Some agents are meant merely to process bits of data, like keyword searches or
security tools. Other agents have more lofty goals, hoping to create believable
characters whose behavior is authored procedurally with special-use computer
languages.19 These are expressive agents, meant to clarify, explore, or comment
on human processes in the same vein as poetry, literature, and film. No matter
their content, these computer programs use processes for expression rather than
utility. As an inscriptive practice, procedurality is not limited to tool-making.

Procedurality versus the Procedural Programming Paradigm

Speaking of computer languages, I would like to make a few notes to help
reduce confusion for readers who come equipped with different (although not
incompatible) notions of procedure, especially for those who come from a
background in computer science. I am using procedural and procedurality in a
much more general sense than it sometimes takes on in that field. In com-
puter science, a procedure is sometimes used as a synonym for a subroutine—
a function or method call. A procedure contains a series of computational
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instructions, encapsulated into a single command that can be called at any
time during program execution. Some imperative computer languages, such
as Pascal, even reserve the word procedure to declare a subroutine in code, as
the following example illustrates.

procedure foo(var n: integer)

begin

writeln(‘foo outputs ‘, n);

end;

begin

i := 1;

while i <= 10 do foo(i);

end.

In other cases, procedural is used to describe a particular approach to com-
puter programming, one typically called the procedural programming paradigm.
Procedural programming is a paradigmatic extension of the notion of proce-
dure as subroutine. As a programming method, procedural programming
became privileged over unstructured programming, in which all code exists
in a single continuous block. In Assembly and early versions of BASIC, pro-
grams were written as long lists of code with branches (Assembly’s BNE,
BEQ, and JMP) or execution flow statements (BASIC’s GOTO).20 Procedural
programming allowed increased readability and management of complexity,
at a slight cost in program performance. Procedural programming also offered
the ability to reuse the same code throughout a program through procedure
calls, functions, and multiple files. Strong proponents of the more recent para-
digm of object-oriented programming may shudder at my liberal use of the
term procedural, but I am not referring to the programming paradigm. Object-
oriented programming extends the modularity introduced by procedural 
programming and therefore owes the latter a conceptual debt, but this 
relationship is not relevant to my purposes here. Rather, I understand proce-
durality as the fundamental notion of authoring processes.

Procedural Figures, Forms, and Genres

Just as there are literary and filmic figures, so there are procedural figures. These
are distinct from and prior to forms and genres. Procedural figures have much
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in common with literary figures like metaphor, metonymy, or synecdoche; they
are strategies for authoring unit operations for particularly salient parts of
many procedural systems. Noah Wardrip-Fruin has used the term operational
logics to refer to the standardized or formalized unit operations that take on
common roles in multiple procedural representations.21 He identifies two oper-
ational logics that are particularly common, graphical logics and textual logics.
Graphical logics are very frequently found in videogames; they include such
procedural figures as movement, gravity, and collision detection. These funda-
mental figures ground innumerable videogames, from Spacewar! to Pong to Pac-
Man to Doom. In many videogames, the player controls an object, agent, or
vehicle that he must pilot in a particular manner—toward a goal or to avoid
enemies or obstacles. Graphical logics frequently encapsulate procedural rep-
resentations of material phenomena, such as moving, jumping, or firing pro-
jectiles. Object physics and lighting effects offer additional examples, meant
to depict changing environments rather than character movement. In the
videogame industry, sets of graphical logics are often packaged together as a
game engine, a software toolkit used to create a variety of additional games.22

Wardrip-Fruin also cites textual logics as a common procedural trope.
NLP, mentioned above, is an example of a textual logic, as are the text parsers
inherent to Z-machine text adventure games and interactive fiction, such as
Zork.23 Additional logics include those procedural tropes used for text gener-
ation, such as n-grams, a probability distribution derived from Markov chains
and first suggested by cyberneticist Claude Shannon. N-grams are sequences
of a specified number (n) of elements from a given sequence, where probabil-
ities determine which members of the sequence are most likely to be selected
next. They are really sequential logics, but when applied to text generation
they can be used to predict and construct textual phrases based on probabil-
ity distributions of the subsequent word or phrase given a starting word or
phrase. For example, in the sequence “where are” a likely subsequent word
might be “you.”24

Outside of videogames, procedural tropes often take the form of common
models of user interaction. Elements of a graphical user interface could be
understood as procedural tropes, for example, the scrollbar or push-button.
These elements facilitate a wide range of user interactions in a variety of
content domains. Operational logics for opening and saving files are also rea-
sonable candidates; these tropes encapsulate lower-level logics for getting
handles to filestreams and reading or writing byte data. We might call the
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former group of procedural tropes interface logics, and the latter input/output
(IO) logics. Just as game engines accumulate multiple, common graphical
logics, so software frameworks like Microsoft Foundation Classes (MFC) and
Java Foundation Classes (JFC) accumulate multiple, common interface logics,
IO logics, and myriad other logics required to drive the modern computer
operating system.

Taken together, we can think of game engines, frameworks, and other
common groupings of procedural tropes as commensurate with forms of lit-
erary or artistic expression, such as the sonnet, the short story, or the feature
film. These collections of procedural tropes form the basis for a variety of sub-
sequent expressive artifacts. On its own, the sonnet is no more useful than the
physics engine, but both can be deployed in a range of expressive practices.
A classical Newtonian mechanics simulation can easily facilitate both war
(projectile fire) and naturalism (ballooning), just as a sonnet can facilitate both
religious (John Donne) and amorous (Shakespeare) expression.

Procedural genres emerge from assemblages of procedural forms. These are
akin to literary, filmic, or artistic genres like the film noir, the lyric poem, or
the science fiction novel. In videogames, genres include the platformer, the
first-person shooter, the turn-based strategy game, and so forth. When we 
recognize gameplay, we typically recognize the similarities between the 
constitutive procedural representations that produce the on-screen effects and
controllable dynamics we experience as players.

Procedural representation is significantly different from textual, visual, and
plastic representation. Even though other inscription techniques may be partly
or wholly driven by a desire to represent human or material processes, only
procedural systems like computer software actually represent process with
process. This is where the particular power of procedural authorship lies, in
its native ability to depict processes.

The inscription of procedural representations on the computer takes place
in code. Just like procedure, the term code can take multiple meanings. Lawrence
Lessig has taken advantage of the term’s ambiguity to address the similarity
between code in the legal sense and code in the programmatic sense: “In real
space we recognize how laws regulate—through constitutions, statutes, and
other legal codes. In cyberspace we must understand how code regulates—
how the software and hardware that make cyberspace what it is regulate cyber-
space as it is.”25 But in legal systems, code is regulated through complex social
and political structures subject to many additional procedural influences, just
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like the soldiers in Abu Ghraib and the clerk at the retail return counter. In
computational systems, code is regulated through software and hardware
systems. These systems impose constraints, but they are not subject to the
caprice of direct human action.

Rhetoric

Like procedurality, rhetoric is not an esteemed term. Despite its two and a
half millennia-long history, rhetoric invokes largely negative connotations. We
often speak of “empty rhetoric,” elaborate and well-crafted speech that is nev-
ertheless devoid of actual meaning. Rhetoric might conjure the impression of
hot air, as in the case of a fast-talking con who crafts pretentious language to
hide barren or deceitful intentions. Academics and politicians are particularly
susceptible to this sort of criticism, perhaps because we (and they) tend to use
flourish and lexis when coherence runs thin, as in this very sentence. Rhetoric
is often equated with a type of smokescreen; it is language used to occlude,
confuse, or manipulate the listener.

However, turgidity and extravagance are relatively recent inflections to this
term, which originally referred only to persuasive speech, or oratory. The term
rhetoric (!"!"##$%) first appears in Plato’s Gorgias, written some 2,500 years
ago, in reference to the art of persuasion. The term itself derives from the
rhetor (!"!"#), or orator, and his practice, oratory (!"!"#&$").26 Rhetoric in
ancient Greece—and by extension classical rhetoric in general—meant public
speaking for civic purposes. Golden age Athenian democracy strongly influ-
enced the early development of rhetoric, which dealt specifically with social
and political practices. Rhetoric was oral and it was public. The rhetor used
his art on specific occasions and in particular social contexts—the law court
and the public forum. A well-known example of this type of rhetoric is Plato’s
Apology, in which Socrates defends himself against accusations that he has cor-
rupted the youth of Athens—apology here refers to the Greek term %'()(*&+,
a defense speech. In the context of public speech and especially legal and civic
speech, rhetoric’s direct relation to persuasion is much clearer. Spoken words
attempt to convert listeners to a particular opinion, usually one that will influ-
ence direct and immediate action, such as the fateful vote of Socrates’ jury.

In golden age Athens, there was good reason to become versed in rhetori-
cal technique. Unlike our contemporary representative democracies, the
Athenian system was much more direct. Citizens were required to participate
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in the courts, and anyone (i.e., any male) could speak in the assembly. Unlike
our legal system, with its guarantees of professional representation, Atheni-
ans accused of a crime were expected to defend themselves (or to find a rela-
tive or friend to speak on their behalf). Furthermore, Athenian juries were
huge—usually 201 members but often many hundreds more depending on
the importance of the case. The average citizen untrained in oratory not only
might find himself at a loss for words but also might experience significant
intimidation speaking before such a large group.

Rhetorical training responded to this need, partly motivated by lucrative
business opportunities. The title character in Plato’s Phaedrus speaks of books
on the subject of rhetoric (!! "#$!% &'"# ($)*! "%+!,%), and Socrates subsequently
recounts the technical advice these books proffer:27

Socrates: Thank you for reminding me. You mean that there must be an intro-

duction [&"##&µ$#!, prooemion] first, at the beginning of the discourse; these are the

things you mean, are they not?—the niceties of the art.

Phaedrus: Yes.

Socrates: And the narrative [-$'),.&!, diegesis] must come second with the testi-

mony ["'+µ'"$/] after it, and third the proofs [&&."*.$!, pistis], and fourth the prob-

abilities [!&$&&."*.$!, epipistis]; and confirmation and further confirmation are

mentioned, I believe, by the man from Byzantium, that most excellent artist in words.

Phaedrus: You mean the worthy Theodorus?

Socrates: Of course. And he tells how refutation [!(')+$!, elenkhos] and further

refutation [!&'0%(')+#!, epexelenkhos] must be accomplished, both in accusation and in

defense. Shall we not bring the illustrious Parian, Evenus, into our discussion, who

invented covert allusion and indirect praises? And some say that he also wrote indi-

rect censures, composing them in verse as an aid to memory; for he is a clever man.

. . .

But all seem to be in agreement concerning the conclusion of discourses, which some

call recapitulation [!&(!#-#!, epanodos], while others give it some other name.

Phaedrus: You mean making a summary of the points of the speech at the end of

it, so as to remind the hearers of what has been said?

Socrates: These are the things I mean, these and anything else you can mention

concerned with the art of rhetoric.28

Socrates’ negative opinion of textbook rhetoric notwithstanding (see below),
the Phaedrus offers evidence of the method by which fifth-century Greeks
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thought oratory could be best composed. Speakers should begin with an intro-
duction (prooemion), then continue with a description or narration of events
(diegesis), followed by proof and evidence (pistis) and the probabilities that such
evidence is sound (epipistis). The speaker should then refute the opposing claim
(elenkhos), and then refute it once more (epexelenkhos). Finally, the speech should
end with a conclusion, including a recapitulation (epanodos) of the argument.

These techniques form the basis for rhetorical speech; they describe how it
works and they instruct the speaker on how best to use rhetoric in any situ-
ation. Technical rhetoric, as this type is sometimes called, is useful for the
layperson but perhaps too simplistic for the professional orator. Numerous
other techniques developed around imitating skilled orators. These experts
usually charged for their services, and they were called sophists. Sophistic rhet-
oric was taught by demonstration and practice, not by principle like techni-
cal rhetoric. In some cases, a demonstration of sophistic rhetoric resembled
the performance of epic poetry, where narrative fragments were memorized
and reassembled during recitation.29 Other techniques included parallelism in
structure, syllabic meter, and tone.30

The popularity of books and sophistry bred critique. Such approaches moti-
vated the work of Socrates, Plato, and Aristotle, who rejected the social and
political contingency of the court and the assembly in favor of more lasting
philosophical truths. Socrates and Plato privilege dialectic, or methods of rea-
soning about questions toward unknown conclusions, over rhetoric, which
crafts discourse around known or desired conclusions. In Plato’s Georgias,
Socrates exposes rhetoric as a form of flattery, intended to produce pleasure,
not knowledge or justice.31

Aristotle resuscitated rhetoric, joining it with his notion of causality. In
the Physics, Aristotle articulates four causes, the material, formal, efficient, and
final. The material cause is the material out of which a thing is made; the
formal cause is the structure that makes it what it is; the efficient cause is that
which produces the thing; and the final cause is the purpose for which it is
produced.32 A table, for example, is made of wood (material cause), crafted to
have four legs and a flat surface (formal cause) by a carpenter (efficient cause)
for the purpose of eating upon (final cause). For Aristotle, rhetoric has three
possible ends, or final causes, and therefore he distinguishes three varieties of
rhetoric: forensic, deliberative, and epideictic. Forensic (or judicial) rhetoric aims
for justice, as in the purview of the law courts. Deliberative (or political) rhet-
oric strives for public benefit, as in the case of the assembly. Epideictic (or 
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ceremonial) rhetoric aims for honor or shame, as in the case of a private 
communication.33 Aristotle avoids Plato’s dismissal of rhetoric, arguing that
rhetorical practice as a whole has the final cause of persuasion to correct 
judgment.

In the Rhetoric, Aristotle accomplishes this corrective through an approach
to rhetorical practice that aligns it with knowledge instead of sophistry.
Responding to Plato, Aristotle attempts a systematic, philosophical approach
to the art of persuasive oratory. This approach borrows much from the idea of
oratory process from technical rhetoric, and a great deal of Aristotle’s rhetor-
ical theory addresses the style, arrangement, and organization of persuasive
speech. For Aristotle, rhetoric is defined as “the faculty of observing in any
given case the available means of persuasion.”34 The adept rhetorician does 
not merely follow a list of instructions for composing an oratory (technical
rhetoric), nor does he merely parrot the style or words of an expert (sophistic
rhetoric), but rather he musters reason to discover the available means of 
persuasion in any particular case (philosophical rhetoric). This variety of rhet-
oric implies an understanding of both the reasons to persuade (the final cause)
and the tools available to achieve that end (the efficient cause), including
propositions, evidence, styles, and devices. Most importantly, Aristotle offers
a philosophical justification for rhetoric that moves it closer to dialectic, the
philosophical practice of reason that Socrates and Plato deliberately opposed
to rhetoric. In particular, Aristotle draws a correlation between two modes of
human reason, induction (!!"#$#") and deduction (%&''(#)%µ#*, syllogism). In
rhetoric, the equivalent to induction is the example (!"$%+,)#µ", paradigm),
and the equivalent to deduction is the enthymeme (!-.&µ/µ"). Examples
advance the claim that a certain proposition is a part of a set of such (allegedly
true) cases, and therefore equally true. Enthymemes advance the claim that a
certain proposition is true in light of another’s truth value. Unlike syllogisms,
in which both propositions and conclusions are given explicitly, in enthymeme
the orator omits one of the propositions in a syllogism.35 For example, in the
enthymeme “We cannot trust this man, as he is a politician,” the major
premise of a proper syllogism is omitted:

Politicians are not trustworthy. (Omitted)

This man is a politician.

Therefore, we cannot trust this man.
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The enthymeme and the example offer instances of a broad variety of
rhetorical figures developed by and since Aristotle. Like procedural figures,
rhetorical figures define the possibility space for rhetorical practice. These
figures are many and a complete discussion of them would be impossible in
the present context. However, many rhetorical figures will be familiar by
virtue of our common experience with them: antithesis (the juxtaposition of
contrasting ideas); paradox (a seemingly self-contradictory statement that pro-
duces insight or truth); oxymoron (a highly compressed paradox); aporia
(feigning flummox about the best way to approach a proposition); irony
(evoking contrary meaning to yield scorn). These and other rhetorical figures
found the basis of rhetorical tactics. Combining these with the structural
framework of introduction, statement, proof, and epilogue, Aristotle offers a
complete process for constructing oratory.36

Rhetoric Beyond Oratory

Unlike his Roman counterparts Cicero and Quintilian, Aristotle does not
explicitly define rhetoric as the art of verbal persuasion, although it is unlikely
that any other rhetorical mode occurred to him. Classical rhetoric passed into
the Middle Ages and modern times with considerable alteration. The use of
rhetoric in civil contexts like the court never disappeared entirely, and indeed
it remains a common form of rhetoric today; our modern politicians soapbox
just as Plato’s contemporaries did. But the concept of rhetoric was expanded
beyond oratory and beyond direct persuasion. Effectively, rhetoric was
extended to account for new modes of inscription—especially literary and
artistic modes. Rhetoric in writing, painting, sculpture, and other media do
not necessarily make the same direct appeals to persuasion as oratory. Rhetoric
thus also came to refer to effective expression, that is, writing, speech, or art that
both accomplishes the goals of the author and absorbs the reader or viewer.

Persuasion as a rhetorical goal persists, but it has changed in nature. In
classical rhetoric, oral persuasion primarily served political purposes. It was
enacted when needed and with particular ends in mind. The effectiveness of
oratory related directly to its success or failure at accomplishing a particular,
known goal. And because citizens often got only one shot at oratory—as is
the case in Socrates’ defense speech—one can point to the clear success or
failure of rhetorical techniques. In discursive rhetoric, persuasion is not nec-
essarily so teleological. Writers and artists have expressive goals, and they
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deploy techniques to accomplish those goals. The poststructuralist tendency
to decouple authorship from readership, celebrating the free play of textual
meanings, further undermines the status of persuasion. Here, persuasion shifts
from the simple achievement of desired ends to the effective arrangement of
a work so as to create a desirable possibility space for interpretation. In con-
temporary rhetoric, the goal of persuasion is largely underplayed or even
omitted as a defining feature of the field, replaced by the more general notion
of elegance, clarity, and creativity in communication. When understood in
this sense, rhetoric “provides ways of emphasizing ideas or making them
vivid.”37 Success means effective expression, not necessarily effective influence.

Despite the apparent dichotomy between classical and contemporary
rhetorics, the two share one core property: that of technique. Rhetorics of all
types assume a particular approach to effective expression, whether it be oral,
written, artistic, or otherwise inscribed. Today, spoken and written expression
remain deeply relevant to culture. The spoken and written word enjoys a long
rhetorical tradition—Aristotle’s techniques remain equally useful, and indeed
equally put to use, by contemporary orators. Sonja Foss, Karen Foss, and
Robert Trapp have attempted to reposition rhetoric outside of any particular
mode of inscription. The three define rhetoric “broadly as the uniquely human
ability to use symbols to communicate with one another.”38 However, as Kevin
DeLuca points out, on the “very next page”39 Foss, Foss, and Trapp also argue
that “the paradigm case of rhetoric is the use of the spoken word to persuade
an audience.”40 While rhetoric might include nonverbal transmission, these
modes still maintain a tenuous relationship, and are at risk of appearing 
inferior to verbal discourse.

The influential twentieth-century rhetorician Kenneth Burke marks an
important change in the understanding of rhetoric. Because people are inher-
ently separate from one another, we seek ways to join our interests. Burke
identifies this need as the ancestor of the practice of rhetoric. He extends rhet-
oric beyond persuasion, instead suggesting “identification” as a key term for
the practice.41 We use symbolic systems, such as language, as a way to achieve
this identification. Burke defines rhetoric as a part of the practice of identifi-
cation, as “the use of words by human agents to form attitudes or induce
actions in other human agents.”42 While rhetoric still entails persuasion for
Burke, he greatly expands its purview, arguing that it facilitates human action
in general. Persuasion is subordinated to identification (or the more obscure
term consubstantiality, which Burke uses to characterize identification), and
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using rhetoric to achieve an end is only one possible use of the craft for
Burke.43 Rhetoric becomes a means to facilitate identification and to “bridge
the conditions of estrangement that are natural and inevitable.”44

In addition to expanding the conception of rhetoric, Burke also expands
its domain. Following the tradition of oral and written rhetoric, he maintains
language as central, but Burke’s understanding of humans as creators and con-
sumers of symbolic systems expands rhetoric to include nonverbal domains.
He does not explicitly delineate all the domains to which rhetoric could apply;
instead, he embraces the broadness of human symbolic production in the
abstract. “Wherever there is persuasion,” writes Burke, “there is rhetoric. And
wherever there is ‘meaning,’ there is ‘persuasion.’ ”45

Visual Rhetoric

The wide latitude Burke affords rhetoric won him both champions and critics,
but his approach advances the rhetorical value of multiple forms of cultural
expression, not just speech and writing.46 Thanks to the influence of Burke,
and amplified by the increasingly inescapable presence of non-oral, nonverbal
media, increasing interest has mounted around efforts to understand the
rhetorical figures and forms of these other, newer modes of inscription that
also appear to serve rhetorical ends. In particular, the emergence of photo-
graphic and cinematic expression in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries
suggests a need to understand how these new, nonverbal media mount argu-
ments. This subfield is called visual rhetoric. Marguerite Helmers and Charles
A. Hill explain:

Rhetoricians working from a variety of disciplinary perspectives are beginning to pay

a substantial amount of attention to issues of visual rhetoric. Through analysis of

photographs and drawings, graphs and tables, and motion pictures, scholars are explor-

ing the many ways in which visual elements are used to influence people’s attitudes,

opinions, and beliefs.47

Visual communication cannot simply adopt the figures and forms of oral and
written expression, so a new form of rhetoric must be created to accommo-
date these media forms. Helmers and Hill argue that visual rhetoric is par-
ticularly essential in the face of globalization and mass media. Visual images
on television, clothing, retail storefronts, and public spaces are nearly 
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ubiquitous, offering a strong incentive to understand the rhetoric of such
media. Moreover, the profusion of photographic, illustrative, and cinematic
images increases with the rise in cheap, accessible digital photography and
video techniques coupled with the instant, worldwide distribution on the
Internet. Politicians and advertisers use visual images as much as, if not more
than, they use spoken and written words. In reference to these and related uses
of images, visual rhetoricians ask, “how, exactly, do images persuade?”48

Aristotle took great pains to reconnect rhetoric with philosophical dis-
course. A common thread in visual rhetoric addresses the relative merit of
visual communication as emotional versus philosophical. As Hill explains,

It is likely that verbal text, because of its analytic nature (being made up of discrete

meaningful units) and because it is apprehended relatively slowly over time, is more

likely to prompt systematic processing, while images, which are comprehend wholis-

tically and almost instantaneously, tend to prompt heuristic processing.49

Images may lack the kind of deep analysis afforded by textual interpretation,
a sentiment that resonates with concerns over the use of images in propaganda.
According to Hill, images are more “vivid” than text or speech, and therefore
they are more easily manipulated toward visceral responses.50 This use of
images has been especially popular in advertising, a subject to which I will
return in chapter 5. Advertisers, notes Hill, “don’t want to persuade people to
buy their products, because persuasion implies that the audience has given
the issue some thought and come to a conscious decision. Instead, advertisers
want to . . . compel people to buy a product without even knowing why
they’re buying it—as a visceral response to a stimulus, not as a conscious deci-
sion. And this is best done through images.”51 Hill offers no final conclusions
about the potential for images to serve more reflective rhetorical purposes, but
he does point out that visual rhetoric should not strive “to banish emotional
and aesthetic concerns.”52

J. Anthony Blair argues that visual rhetoric needs a theory of visual argu-
ment to escape this trap. Blair argues that, like Hill’s psychological vividness,
“symbolic inducement” alone is inadequate for a theory of rhetoric.53 Rather,
visual rhetoric requires visual “arguments” which “supply us with reasons for
accepting a point of view.”54 Blair advances the rather ambiguous view that
visual images cannot make propositional claims—the very notion of a “visual
argument” stands at the edge of paradox.55 The acid test for a visual argu-
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ment, according to Blair, is “whether it would be possible to construct from
what is communicated visually a verbal argument that is consistent with the
visual presentation.”56 Blair admits that such an argument could never be
equivalent to the visual argument, but that the test is necessary to determine
whether an image has propositional content. Verbal rhetoric remains privi-
leged, with images mainly useful for “evocative power.”57

The preferential treatment afforded to verbal rhetoric underscores the con-
tinued privilege of speech over writing, and writing over images. Philosopher
Jacques Derrida argued against the hierarchy of forms of language, giving the
name logocentrism to the view that speech is central to language because it is
closer to thought.58 In the Western tradition, speech is thought to derive from
thought, and writing from speech. Detractors of visual rhetoric like Blair
could be seen as logocentric in arguing that images derive from writing and
are thus more distant from thought, less conducive to persuasive expression.

David S. Birdsell and Leo Groarke oppose this position. Visual argument
does exist, but it takes a necessarily different form from that of verbal argu-
ment; images are, after all, a different mode of inscription from writing. 
Birdsell and Groarke call the “prevalent prejudice that visual images are in
some way arbitrary vague and ambiguous” a “dogma that has outlived its use-
fulness.”59 Objections claiming that images are sometimes vague are uncon-
vincing, for spoken and written language is also vague at times. Visual
argument, argue Birdsell and Groarke, is simply constructed differently than
verbal argument. The two also observe that the rapid changes in visual culture
make visual cultural contexts crucial in considerations of visual argument.

Randall A. Lake and Barbara A. Pickering offer several tropes for visual
argument and refutation, including substitution, in which an image is
replaced in part of a frame with connotatively different ones, and transforma-
tion, in which an image is “recontextualized in a new visual frame, such that
its polarity is modified or reversed through association with different
images.”60 Examples of transformation include the “reframing” and “mobile
framing” techniques used by filmmakers. Keith Kenney points out that doc-
umentarian Ken Burns liberally uses these gestures to reveal portions of an
image in order to draw selective attention to its constituent parts, which 
then complete the visual argument.61 Editorial cartoons, a favorite example of
visual rhetoricians, use similar techniques, encouraging the viewer to break
down the image into constituent parts, each of which advances a portion of
the argument.
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Kevin Michael DeLuca attempts to address visual argument through the
concept of “image event,” a kind of visual documentation of a rhetorical strat-
egy.62 He draws examples from large-scale environmental demonstrations,
such as the (failed) 1975 Greenpeace attempt to disrupt the Soviet whaling
vessel Vlastny by positioning activists in inflatable boats between the harpoon
and the whale. DeLuca argues that despite the failed actions of Greenpeace’s
Save the Whales campaign, they succeed in their rhetorical purpose, namely
drawing massive worldwide attention to the problem in question. DeLuca
makes convincing claims that these situationist-style interventions actually
influence future policy, but I would argue that they do not deploy visual 
rhetoric in the true sense of the word. To be sure, images of the Greenpeace
actions appear to be partly, even largely responsible for subsequent protests
and rejoinders toward environmental policy changes, but the actions them-
selves are designed to generate provocation, not to make arguments for policy
changes.

The profusion of visual images recommends a subfield of rhetoric, but
visual rhetoric remains an emerging discipline. The very notion of a visual
rhetoric reinforces the idea that rhetoric is a general field of inquiry, applica-
ble to multiple media and modes of inscription. To address the possibilities
of a new medium as a type of rhetoric, we must identify how inscription works
in that medium, and then how arguments can be constructed through those
modes of inscription.

Digital Rhetoric

Visual rhetoric offers a useful lesson in the creation of new forms of rhetoric
in the general sense. One would be hard pressed to deny that advertisements,
photographs, illustrations, and other optical phenomena have some effect on
their viewers. To be sure, visual rhetoric is often at work in videogames, a
medium that deploys both still and moving images. A study of visual rheto-
ric in games would need to address the disputes of the former field, especially
the rift between psychological and cultural discourses about manipulation and
phenomenal impact on the one hand and logical deliberation on the other.
But despite its possible value to digital media, visual rhetoric cannot help us
address the rhetorical function of procedural representation. To convincingly
propose a new domain for rhetoric, one is obliged to address the properties of
the persuasive medium in particular, and the general practice of persuasion
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